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At this month’s meeting Mr. Bradley Weirick will be doing a demo on 
painting models start to finish. Included will be all of the procedures that 
he has used based on his 40 years of experience as an auto painter. How to 
airbrush, properly prep surfaces and many other factors that enter into 
getting a quality paint job will be discussed. Bradley will be available to 
answers questions after his presentation.
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Prez Sez…… By Dan Contento

After my exposure to Covid, I guess I didn’t get it or had no 
symptoms if I did. Only my school teacher daughter tested 
positive but wasn’t sick, so all is good on that front.

Our next meeting is the 15th, the theme is first responders.

Jack Mugan invited a special guest to give us a presentation. His name is 
Bradley Weirick, a retired custom car painter who is now into modeling cars. 
He will give about a 45 minute presentation on his career and model 
painting. Don’t feel slighted if we have to move along the meeting to give 
him his time and still not go past 8:30.

Jaxcon is February 12th, many of us are going. Please remember to wear 
your Club shirts, if you have them.

See you at Jaxcon or the next meeting.

Dan
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February – IPMS Gators –
We will meet Feb 15, 2022 at 6:30 PM at 

Oak Hall Library

Creations from Clarence

Creations from Doug



Minutes of the Club Meeting from Tuesday, January 18, 2021

The meeting was called to order by Vice President Chuck Lassiter at 
6:40pm. There were a total of 14 members participating. Two joined via 
Zoom - President Dan Contento and Bruce Doyle.

Upcoming events were the first item for discussion and the annual model 
show in Jacksonville - Jaxcon - was the focus. The show takes place on 
Saturday, February 12th at the North Jacksonville Baptist Church, which is the same 
location as last year's show. Most members indicated that they plan to attend and 
Lassiter encouraged those who want to carpool to make arrangements privately. 

The meeting transitioned to the Show & Tell portion and Clarence Snyder displayed a 
large number of vehicles he plans to enter in contest categories at Jaxcon. Other models 
were displayed by Bob Lundeen and Doug Spinney. 

The model contest was on the theme - Cold War. Models were displayed by Frank Ahern, 
Jack Mugan, Errol Whisler, Bill Winter and Don Martin, who won the contest with a 
model of a Soviet tank.

The meeting attendance raffle was held and the two winners were Bob Lundeen and 
Errol Whisler.

The meeting concluded with a discussion led by Frank Ahern on the various types of 
glues he uses in the modeling process, including application tools and techniques. Other 
members contributed their own experiences to the discussion.

The meeting concluded at 7:50 PM.

Frank Ahern - Club secretary
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Doug sent us 2 Mummys! See more further inside - > 
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Airplanes of the Aces 
Marseille By Frank Ahern

Could a free spirit survive in the rigidly disciplined German
Luftwaffe? You could if you had the skill as a fighter pilot to shoot 
down 17 enemy aircraft in one day - a record unsurpassed in the 
annals of aviation combat. 

It took a while for Hans-Joachim Marseille to find his place but the skies over North Africa were 
perfect for the pilot who would come to be called the “Star of Africa’. No other German pilot scored 
as many victories over Western Allies-flown aircraft. The huge kill totals of most Luftwaffe pilots 
came at the expense of poorly trained and equipped Russian flyers early in the war. 
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Airplanes of the Aces - Marseille

Movie-star handsome, charismatic and possessed of unmatched flying skills, 
Marseille was seized on by Josef Goebbels’ Nazi propaganda machine as the
poster child for the 3rd Reich. The problem was that Marseille wasn’t 
German, didn’t like Hitler and never joined the Nazi party.

Part of the reasons for his success were his unconventional tactics in combat. He disdained the idea 
of a “wing man” or formation flying, often diving solo into British defensive maneuvers using his skill 
as a deflection shooter to quickly down multiple aircraft. German Fighter General Adolf Galland 
called him the ‘virtuoso’ of fighter pilots.
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Airplanes of the Aces - Marseille
Ultimately his career was cut short by a faulty engine in the newly-issued Bf109-G2 he was ordered 
to fly by his superiors (see photo previous page).  Most German pilots preferred the F series 
Messerschmidt for its light weight and maneuverability as well as its reliable engine.  The Gustav 
had quickly gained a bad reputation for engine problems. For Marseille that meant an unheroic 
death trying to bail out of his malfunctioning aircraft.

I built the Eduard kit of Marseille’s Bf-109F, yellow 14. Like most of the Eduard kits it was well-
detailed and crisply molded. Fortunately, Marseille’s unit didn’t go for the more extreme desert 
camo patterns, which made painting much easier. I think I’ve built enough 109’s to last me a while, 
but I can recommend the Eduard kit to those who still feel the need build one.
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Show n’ Tell
Frank Ahern’s F9F-8

https://www.reddit.com/r/Warthunder/comments/bttz71/f9f8_cougar_on_the_prowl/
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Show n’ Tell Jack Mugan’s Early 1950’s Jet
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Show n’ Tell Don Martin’s T-72M1 (Tamiya)

This model won the monthly 
contest for the cold war theme.
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Show n’ Tell Don Martin’s T-72M1 (Tamiya)

This model won the monthly 
contest for the cold war theme.
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Show n’ Tell Errol Whisler’s SR-71
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Show n’ Tell

Errol Whisler’s SR-71
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Show n’ Tell Bill’s B-58 (1:72, Italeri)
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Show n’ Tell
Willy by Doug Spinney
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Show n’ Tell

A-6 in progress
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Show n’ Tell
Clarence Snyder’s Cars and trucks

Also from Clarence’s desk …

A “whatchamacallit…” 16
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Show n’ Tell

Clarence Snyder’s 
Cars and trucks
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Frank lead a discussion concerning glues.
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Members in Attendance on 1-18-2022
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From the desk of Doug Spinney!
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Polar Lights Mummy’s Chariot
The mummy is painted German Dark Grey and misted with Light Grey
The chariot is Tamiya Dark Red Mica
Engine is Tamiya Metallic Blue
Chrome and gold are both Alclad
Snakes are Vallejo Dark Green
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From the desk of Doug Spinney!
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Polar Lights Mummy’s Chariot
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From the desk of Doug Spinney!

AMT/Ertl Mummy Machine
Body & interior painted with Tamiya Bright Mica Red (Ferrari Red)
The seat is a mix of Orange and Red
The pyramid is Gunmetal
Chrome by Alclad
Gold by Spaz Stiks

Glows in the dark, which comes in handy when you drop a part on the floor, turn 
the lights off to find it. I think all models should glow in the dark.
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From the desk of Doug Spinney!

AMT/Ertl Mummy Machine
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From the desk of Doug Spinney!

Satan’s Crate 
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From the desk of Doug Spinney!

MPC Monopoly Paddy Wagon
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From the desk of Doug Spinney!
Doug and Mike Reddick are planning to build a B-17 and a Me-109 commemorating the pairing in 
the non-fiction book entitled “A Higher Call.”
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The Guardian by Nicolas Trudgian 

A Higher Call by John D. Shaw

In the Presence of My Enemy by John D. Shaw

Four days before Christmas 
1943, a badly damaged 
American bomber struggled 
to fly over wartime Germany. 
At its controls was a 21-year-
old pilot. Half his crew lay 
wounded or dead. It was their
first mission. Suddenly, a 
sleek, dark shape pulled up 
on the bomber’s tail—a 
German Messerschmitt 
fighter. Worse, the German 
pilot was an ace, a man able to destroy the 
American bomber in the squeeze of a trigger. What 
happened next would defy imagination and later be 
called the most incredible encounter between 
enemies in World War II.This is the true story of the 
two pilots whose lives collided in the skies that 
day—the American—2nd Lieutenant Charlie Brown, 
a former farm boy from West Virginia who came to 
captain a B-17—and the German—2nd Lieutenant 
Franz Stigler, a former airline pilot from Bavaria who 
sought to avoid fighting in World War II.
A Higher Call follows both Charlie and Franz’s 
harrowing missions. Charlie would face takeoffs in 
English fog over the flaming wreckage of his 
buddies’ planes, flak bursts so close they would light 
his cockpit, and packs of enemy fighters that would 
circle his plane like sharks. Franz would face 
sandstorms in the desert, a crash alone at sea, and 
the spectacle of 1,000 bombers each with eleven 
guns, waiting for his attack. Ultimately, Charlie and 
Franz would stare across the frozen skies at one 
another. What happened between them, the 
American 8th Air Force would later classify as “top 
secret.” It was an act that Franz could never 
mention or else face a firing squad. It was the 
encounter that would haunt both Charlie and Franz 
for forty years until, as old men, they would search 
for one another, a last mission that could change 
their lives forever.

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/15808816-a-higher-
call
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Son of Fiddly Bits:  Tid-Bits

I came across a statistic I have always been curious about:  The Exact Number of Planes the United States 
produced during WWII. I believe I found the definitive answer in a book Frank Ahern gave me: CONVAIR 
DELTAS - From Sea Dart to Hustler where author Bill Yenne contends that between July 1940 and August 
1945 295,959 planes were produced in American factories ! Unbelievable!

That one stat goes a long way in explaining how the U.S.A. and her Allies came out victorious, and clears 
up a bunch of other numbers that I have seen thrown around in various other publications.

Fiddly Bits: Preview of Reviews in the Next Month’s Issue of the Newsletter

I began receiving the Premium Channels on Cox recently - (1)202 through (1)369 and have seen some 
pretty incredible films that were unknown to me until recently since most movie theaters don't have 
"closed caption" for the hearing impaired like your's truly and so I was completely unaware of their 
existence. 

Maybe many of you have already seen these movies, but for those who haven't here is a list of films that 
deal with life during WWII England and Nazi occupied Europe that are in my opinion cinematic jewels. 

Reviews of each will be in next month's newsletter.

Nonfiction, based on real events:
Anthropoid
A Call to Spy
The Last Vermeer

Fiction:
The Boy in the Striped Pajamas
Inglourious Basterds (I know it's not new but I had only seen the "censored for TV" version)
Summerland
Ten Minutes to Midnight
Their Finest        British actress Gemma Arterton stars in this film and Summerland and is rapidly 
becoming my favorite actress that I hadn’t heard of ten minutes ago.

So get ready for "Stretch Sprueman" going all "Siskel and Ebert."

OBTW: Fury is now on AMC free TV but it's appearance is somewhat mitigated by the fact that they are 
also showing the worst WWII film ever made: Pearl Harbor! Oh! The humanity!

Bruce "Yard Modeler" Doyle

Stay tuned...... 
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Hollywood Heroes

By Frank Ahern
This continuing feature is designed to showcase 
the often-unpublicized military service of many of 
the entertainment icons of the previous 
generation who served their country without 
complaint or protest. 

Beirne Lay
Some Hollywood Heroes earned their status 
without getting in front of the camera. Beirne Lay 
was a Yale-educated bomber pilot who came to the 
attention of Army Air Corps high command for his 
talents as a writer. 
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Hollywood Heroes

He was part of the 8th AF staff of Ira Eaker and flew
combat missions with the “Bloody 100th” bomb group. He 
was also assigned to help director William Wyler in the 
making of the documentary “Memphis Belle”. Later, in 
command of his own bomber group, he was shot down over 
France, and he escaped capture with the aid of the French 
Resistance. He wrote a book about his experiences 
titled “I’ve had It”.

After the war, Lay teamed up with producer Sy Bartlett, also an 
8th AF veteran, to begin work on a book which later became 
the basis for the movie 12 O’clock High, often hailed as the 
most realistic movie made about the WW2 bombing campaign.

Its success led to collaboration with Jimmy Stewart to produce 
Strategic Air Command for which he received an Oscar 
nomination. He also served as a screenwriter for several 
other favorite Air Force themed movies like: Above and Beyond 
(about Gator alum Paul Tibbets) and Toward the Unknown.

He died in 1982.
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Hollywood Heroes
Last month’s Hollywood hero written about by Fred Horky was

Jimmy Stewart.

Match the movie with the clue given below:

Plays a retired SF detective Rear Window

Plays a photographer The Man Who Knew too much

Plays an aerospace engineer Vertigo

Plays a doctor on vacation No Highway in the Sky

Plays a banker The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance

Plays a cowboy It’s A Wonderful Life

Plays a baseball player Rope

Plays a detective who is not retired Strategic Air Command

Answers are on the next page.

FROM BRUCE DOYLE: Time to get out your Monogram Visible Mustang

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hjsrqMe0B3s&t=13s
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Hollywood Heroes
Jimmy Stewart. ANSWERS

Plays a retired SF detective Rear Window

Plays a photographer The Man Who Knew too much

Plays an aerospace engineer Vertigo

Plays a doctor on vacation No Highway in the Sky

Plays a banker The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance

Plays a cowboy It’s A Wonderful Life

Plays a baseball player Rope

Plays a detective who is not retired Strategic Air Command

Here are a couple photos of Jack Mugan’s latest racer.
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Many modelers have built (or have dreamed of building) Real Space Models. Near the 

“summit” of interest is the Apollo program. Certainly, the US Space Shuttle is also near the top of this 
list. Dragon has released a 1:72 scale combo of the Apollo Recovery SH-3D Helo 66 Helicopter and the 
Apollo Command Module.

There are at least 2 other 1:72 scale Apollo Recovery SH-3D Helo 66 Helicopters. One is from Airfix 
and one is from Italeri. I don’t know if they are the same molds or difference molds. I don’t believe 
that either of these kits include the Apollo 11 space capsule. Submitted by Your Editor.



Frank Ahern, – Secretary –ahernf@gmail.com

Home: (352) 375-3723; Cell: (352) 226-6785

If you have a modeling tip you would like to share with your fellow modelers, please send us a 

copy so we can put it in the newsletter. We need articles for the Newsletter and the Web Site!

If you just opened up that new kit and want to give a box or build review, write it up and

we’ll put it in the newsletter and put it on the Web Site. Just read a good book, tell us

about it! Got a great tip, share it with your fellow club members. This is your Newsletter

and your Web Site and they’re only going to be as good as YOU make them so contribute something to 

the cause. Don’t be afraid to ask for assistance if you have something you want to share, we’ll be happy 

to assist you in making it happen!

Don’t forget to support your local hobby shop: Rob’s Hobby World (Rob Stevely: Proprietor 8585 SW 

Hwy 200 unit 14) Ocala, FL 34474 www.robshobbyworld@MSN.com;  Mon.-Fri.: 10 AM to 5:30PM; 

Sat.: 9AM to 4PM; Sun: Closed.

Please check out WWW.IPMSUSA.ORG for the latest information from IPMS National Headquarters 

and for information about joining IPMS. 

Please use one of the links below or go to the IPMS Membership page for more information about 

joining IPMS USA.

http://www.ipmsusa3.org/uploads/ipms_application_form_2016.pdf

http://www.shopipmsusa.org/product-p/adult-membership.htm

http://www.shopipmsusa.org/product-p/family-membership.htm

Frank Ahern, – Secretary – Newsletter Editor ahernf@gmail.com

Home: (352) 375-3723; Cell: (352) 226-6785

UPCOMING EVENTS
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This list contains modeling events. For a complete list of IPMS events visit: 
https://calendar.ipmsusa3.org/ 

2022

Feb 11-12 IPMS Jaxcon Jacksonville, FL
Feb 18-19 AMPS Atlanta 2022 Show Atlanta, GA

March 19 2nd Annual Suncoast Model Jam Sunny Hills FL

Apr 7-11 AMPS 2022 International Event Newport News, VA

http://www.robshobbyworld@MSN.com
http://www.ipmsusa3.org/uploads/ipms_application_form_2016.pdf
http://www.shopipmsusa.org/product-p/adult-membership.htm
http://www.shopipmsusa.org/product-p/family-membership.htm


For folks renewing on-line:  http://www.shopipmsusa.org/category-s/100.htm

IPMS MembershipIt is of great 
importance, both 
at the local level 
(IPMS Gators) and 
at the national 
level. The Club 
officers strongly 
recommend joining 
IPMS as an 
individual which 
provides six yearly 
issues of the IPMS 
Journal (which is 
better than ever) 
and the 
opportunity to 
participate at the 
IPMS National 
Convention . 

A copy of the 
membership 
application is on 
the right or 
available at the 
IPMS / USA website 
address, 
www.ipmsusa.org.

Complete the form 
and return it to the 
address listed at 
the bottom of the 
form along with 
your method of 
payment.
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http://www.ipmsusa.org/
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Directions to OAK HALL (1700 SW 75th St, Gainesville, FL
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IPMS GATORS’ MEMBERS: We will meet at Oak Hall on Tuesday November 16 at 6:30 PM in 

the LIBRARY.

The top image is the satellite view of OAK HALL. The bottom view is a line drawing. 
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A note about monthly themes for 2022

Feb. - First Responders
Mar. - Planes of the 50's
Apr. - Collections of 5 or more
May - Military non-combatant
June- Made in France
July - Anything Blue
Aug.- Made of wood or canvas
Sept.- More than 4 tires on the ground
Oct. - Figures & Fantasy
Nov. - Ships

Pretty Paint …
By Jack Mugan


